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“While touching on many aspects of counseling, this book . . . is specifically designed to
elucidate the process of counseling. I have often mentioned and illustrated that process, but not
in the focused and systemic way that the four-step biblical process is set forth here. . . . This book
presents a fresh perspective not only on how to counsel, but also on what measures to take at
what stages of counseling.”—Jay Adams, from the preface Change is the essential goal of the
counseling process. And, in the author’s words, “substantial change requires the alteration of the
heart.” How can a Christian counselor facilitate such change? The answer, of course, may be
found in Scripture, specifically in 2 Timothy 3:14–17. Jay Adams is a well-known counselor who
bases his whole approach on Scripture. This book provides an unparalleled opportunity to see
how he discovers and applies biblical principles as well as the way in which Scripture functions
as the basis for his counseling approach. This book answers two questions: “How does a
counselor help people change?” and, “How does Scripture provide the source of a counselor’s
method?” How to Help People Change has much to say about the ongoing discussion of the
relationship between theology and psychology in the enterprise of Christian counseling.

Product descriptionFrom the AuthorDr. Jay E. Adams is Director of Advanced Studies and
Professor of Practical Theology at Westminster Theological Seminary in Escondido, California.
He received his B.A. from Johns Hopkins University, his B.D. from the Reformed Episcopal
Theological Seminary, his S.T.M. from Temple University, and his Ph.D. from the University of
Missouri. In addition to having served as a pastor and then a Professor of Practical Theology at
Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, Dr. Adams has been the Dean of the
Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation, Laverock, Pennsylvania, since its founding in
the early 1970s. He has written over fifty books, translated the New Testament into English (The
Christian Counselor s New Testament), and lectured throughout the world. His books deal with
many aspects of pastoral ministry and counseling as well as Bible study and practical Christian
livingFrom the Back Cover'While touching on many aspects of counseling, this book . . . is
specifically designed to elucidate the process of counseling. I have often mentioned and
illustrated that process, but not in the focused and systemic way that the four-step biblical
process is set forth here. . . . This book presents a fresh perspective not only on how to counsel,
but also on what measures to take at what stages of counseling.'---Jay Adams, from the preface
Change is the essential goal of the counseling process. And, in the author's words, 'substantial
change requires the alteration of the heart.' How can a Christian counselor facilitate such
change? The answer, of course, may be found in Scripture, specifically in 2 Timothy 3:14--17.
Jay Adams is a well-known counselor who bases his whole approach on Scripture. This book
provides an unparalleled opportunity to see how he discovers and applies biblical principles as



well as the way in which Scripture functions as the basis for his counseling approach. This book
answers two questions: 'How does a counselor help people change?' and, 'How does Scripture
provide the source of a counselor's method?' How to Help People Change has much to say
about the ongoing discussion of the relationship between theology and psychology in the
enterprise of Christian counseling.About the AuthorJay E. Adams (PhD, University of Missouri) is
a former director of advanced studies and professor of practical theology at Westminster
Theological Seminary, as well as a retired pastor. He has written over fifty books on pastoral
ministry, preaching, counseling, Bible study, and Christian living. His books include Competent
to Counsel, The Christian Counselor’s Manual, and Marriage, Divorce, and Remarriage in the
Bible.Read more
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number of
pages displayed is limited. Page 2 is not included in this sample. Pages 7 - 204 are not
included in this sample.

Instruments in the Redeemer's Hands: People in Need of Change Helping People in Need of
Change (Resources for Changing Lives) A Theology of Biblical Counseling: The Doctrinal
Foundations of Counseling Ministry Marriage, Divorce, and Remarriage in the Bible Handbook
of Church Discipline: A Right and Privilege of Every Church Member (Jay Adams Library) The
Exemplary Husband: A Biblical Perspective
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Sindiswa Michel, “EXCELLENT PRODUCT. Just as new. Arrived on time.”

Isaac D., “Change is possible. A necessary resource for every biblically counselor in a world
where many a believer believe it is impossible to live a life of righteousness”

Michael Brinkley, “Counseling God's Way. I was looking for a book that would help teach me how
to better use the Bible in counseling and I found it in this Jay Adams book. He does a marvelous
job in showing that the Bible is totally sufficient in correctly identifying and labeling our problems
as well as fixing our lives.The outline of the book can be found in 2 Timothy 3:14-16 where it
deals first with the Bible's total sufficiency in giving a person wisdom for salvation. Jay then
shows, as the Apostle Paul did, that the Bible is totally sufficient to teach us what is true, convict
us of what is wrong in our lives, corrects us so we get back on the right path, and trains us to live
a faithful, godly life. I love how Jay shows each of these parts as essential to counseling and
how psychology distorts or even skips some of the essential elements of counseling people for
change. And when counseling, not all change is good. Change must be to make us more like
God. Psychologist who do not go strictly by the essentials of what the Bible teaches sometimes
do more harm than good. They teach people a "victim" or "disease" mindset in which there is
little or no hope for them. God's Word teaches "forgiveness, repentance, and deliverance."
God's Word solves our problems instead of ignoring, falsely diagnosing, and mistreating
them.Jay shows that the Spirit of God working through the Word of God can make a person
pleasing to God. Therefore, God wants to use a Biblical Counselor to teach, convict, correct,
and train a humble, repentant person back into a fully restored relationship with God and others.”

Chanda, “Teachable. This book teaches you how to counsel to help people change their lives.
Gives all the steps needed to give good counsel”

Kelly-man, “Great book on Counseling!. I would recommend this book if you are thinking about
counseling using God's Word. Jay Adams knows what he is talking about and bases the book
on II Timothy 3:16-17.”

Winsbert Quow, “Great book on the life changing power of God's word!. This book is simply
written and highlights the far superior quality of biblical counseling as opposed to modern
psychology. It makes the bold case for the word of God as the only true source of principles that
if applied in faith, and with the help of the Holy Spirit, will bring about the changes that we all so
desperately seek and need. I recommend this book for anyone who is engaged in teaching the
Bible, mentoring christians or who just simply want to build their confidence in using the Word to
effect personal change.”



Terry, “... degrees in counseling and this is one of the BEST! I really liked the concrete. I have
read many books on counseling in the pursuit of two masters degrees in counseling and this is
one of the BEST! I really liked the concrete, biblical application to counseling; and in particular
the conviction that the Bible is sufficient to help people with the intense issues of life. Adams is
faithful to Scripture and solid in the application to counseling. Even if you do not adhere to his
theology of counseling, you will find the book thoughtful, well-thought, and insightful. This should
be in the library of every Christian or pastor that counsels others.”

Kenneth Brown, “Five Stars. A very good book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Interesting”

The book by Ken Sande has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 196 people have provided feedback.
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